We introduce a stochastic model that describes neutral changes of gene expression over evolutionary time as a compound Poisson process where evolutionary events cause changes of expression level according to a given probability distribution. The model produces simple estimators for model parameters and allows discrimination between symmetric and asymmetric distributions of evolutionary expression changes along an evolutionary lineage. Furthermore, we introduce two measures, the skewness of expression difference distributions and relative difference of evolutionary branch lengths, which are used to quantify deviation from clock-like behavior of gene expression distances. Model-based analyses of gene expression profiles in primate liver and brain samples yield the following results: (1) The majority of gene expression changes are consistent with a neutral model of evolution; (2) along evolutionary lineages, upward changes in expression are less frequent but of greater average magnitude than downward changes; and (3) the skewness measure and the relative branch length difference confirm that an acceleration of gene expression evolution occurred on the human lineage in brain but not in liver. We discuss the latter result with respect to a neutral model of transcriptome evolution and show that a small number of genes expressed in brain can account for the observed data.
T HE neutral theory of molecular evolution states
suggest that a neutral model of evolution may apply to the transcriptome, i.e., that the majority of genes ex-"that at the molecular level evolutionary changes and polymorphisms are mainly due to mutations that pressed in a certain tissue change over evolutionary time as the result of stochastic processes that are limited in are nearly enough neutral with respect to natural selection that their behavior and fate are mainly determined their extent by negative selection rather then as the result of positive Darwinian selection. by mutation and random drift" (Kimura 1983, p. 34) . While assumptions and details are still under discussion, By considering gene expression as a quantitative character, others (Rifkin et al. 2003; Gu 2004) have used Brownthe neutral theory has proven immensely fruitful in that it provides a null model for evolutionary analyses of ian motion models (Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza 1964; molecular genetic data (for an overview see, e.g., SwofFelsenstein 1973; Lande 1976; Lynch and Hill 1986) ford et al. 1996; Durrett 2002; Balding et al. 2003) .
to describe the evolution of gene expression. Here, we inGene expression has been studied within as well as troduce a stochastic model that describes neutral changes between species in various organisms ( Jin et al. 2001;  of gene expression over evolutionary time as a com- Enard et al. 2002; Oleksiak et al. 2002; Su et al. 2002;  pound Poisson process. Although this model considers Caceres et al. 2003; Cheung et al. 2003; Rifkin et al. only mutations in cis-regulatory elements explicitly and 2003; Schadt et al. 2003) and some authors have disignores interactions between genes, it enables us to decussed what fraction of genes may evolve under neutralscribe the evolutionary process in more detail and exity (Hsieh et al. 2003; Rifkin et al. 2003) . Recently, we plain and quantify some general phenomena of transtudied the expression evolution in tissues from priscriptome evolution. We illustrate the use of the model mates and mice (Khaitovich et al. 2004) . We found by analyzing gene expression profiles from primate liver that transcriptome divergence between species correand brain. lates positively with intraspecies expression diversity and accumulates approximately linearly with time. We also found that the rates of transcriptome divergence be-
MODELING THE EVOLUTION OF GENE EXPRESSION tween a set of expressed pseudogenes and intact genes
General model : We propose a stochastic model of do not differ significantly. These observations led us to gene expression evolution that describes mutations on the DNA level as a Poisson process and the effect of a mutation on a gene's expression by some probability 1 are thought to act multiplicatively on expression intensiis straightforward using k (Z 1,2 ) ϭ i
()| ϭ0 , where ties; i.e., the expression level after a mutation occurred φ
() denotes the kth derivative of φ Z 1,2 (). Moments of is a multiple of the level before mutation of the se-Z 1,2 can be expressed in terms of characteristics of the distribution of X: quence. This means that the relative amount of change in expression caused by a mutation is independent from (Z 1,2 ) ϭ (X)(t 1 Ϫ t 2 ) ϭ 0, the absolute expression level. To make the model additive, we replace expression levels by their logarithm.
2 (Z 1,2 ) ϭ 2 (X)(t 1 ϩ t 2 ), (1) Finally, we assume that over evolutionary time there is no bias for increasing or decreasing a gene's expression
level, i.e., that evolution is not directional. In mathematical terms the evolutionary process of gene expression
is a compound Poisson process with independent increments. More formally, let M(t) be a random variable
The mean of Z 1,2 equals zero, since we assumed a zero describing the number of mutations occurring in the mean distribution for X. The variance of Z 1,2 grows linregulatory region of some gene in some time interval early with the sum of branch lengths and the coefficient of length t. Here, we consider time on an evolutionary of skewness of Z 1,2 depends on a scaled difference of scale, i.e., real time scaled by the mutation rate such branch lengths. We note that for t 1 ϩ t 2 large, the mothat time corresponds to branch lengths in an evolutionment ratios of Z 1,2 converge to those of a normal distribuary tree. Then, the expression value on the log scale tion; i.e., the limiting case of this model is a Brownian Y(t) after t units of scaled time is given as motion.
Specifying the effect of a random mutation: Up to
here, we considered a general distribution of X. Below we study two special cases of mutational effect distribuwhere X i denotes the effect of mutation i on log exprestions, namely normally distributed effects and effects sion value. The random variables X i are independent following an extreme value distribution. The normal and follow some distribution with zero mean [(X) ϭ distribution corresponds to the symmetric case where 0], which we specify later. Thus, Y(t) defines a coma random mutation causes equally likely a decrease and pound Poisson process. Since we are concerned mainly an increase in expression. Since we assume that the with comparative data, we describe differences in exmean is zero [(X) ϭ 0], this distribution is uniquely pression between two samples before analyzing the specified by its variance, 2 (X) ϭ 2 [␥ 1 (X) ϭ 0, ␥ 2 (X) ϭ model in more detail. These expression differences be-3]. An extreme value distribution with parameters ␣ tween two samples are the data usually measured using and ␤ (Johnson et al. 1995 ) is used to describe a situaeither oligonucleotide or cDNA arrays. Let Z 1,2 describe tion where a mutation is more likely to reduce the exa gene's expression difference between two samples that pression of the gene (see Figure 1) . Here, expression have evolved independently on branches of length t 1 evolves with more frequent but smaller downward jumps and t 2 from a common ancestor. Then, compensated by fewer upward jumps of bigger size. Moments and moment ratios of this distribution are:
, where (·) is the -function and Ϸ 0.57721 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni consince the common ancestry guarantees that Y 1 (0) ϭ stant. We set ␣ ϭ Ϫ␤ to assure a zero mean for X. Y 2 (0). Note that we consider evolutionary time such that Thus, this extreme value distribution is specified by a t 1 and t 2 may differ. The random variable Z 1,2 defines single parameter ␤. Another possibility would be to use the difference of two independent compound Poisson a negatively skewed distribution, e.g., a mirrored version processes now subject to further investigation. A closed of an extreme value distribution. However, as we show formula for the density function of Z 1,2 does not exist. later such a model is not consistent with the data and However, moments can be derived using characteristic we do not pursue that case further. functions defined by φ X () ϭ E(e i X ). The characteristic Estimating parameters: Equations 1-3 yield estimafunction of Z 1,2 is given by
where tors for the model parameters via the method of mo- Let (X) denote the mean and k (X) the kth (cen-
. tral) moment of random variable X and define its coefficients of skewness and kurtosis as ␥ 1 (X) ϭ 3 (X)/ ( 2 (X)) 3/2 and ␥ 2 (X) ϭ 4 (X)/( 2 (X)) 2 , respectively. An estimator for the variance of the effect distribution X is derived from Equations 1 and 3: Computation of the corresponding quantities for Z 1,2 ) are all symmetric (␥ 1 ϭ 0). The bottom row shows predictions for a positively skewed extreme value distri- sured represents a set of N independent realizations of the described evolutionary process. This assumption neglects any trans-effects on gene expression as well as
any interactions of genes, both of which surely exist.
To judge the performance of the proposed estimators we generated data along a three-species tree (see Figure  Asymmetric cases with nonzero skewness of X (␥ 1 (X) ϶
2) under our model for several combinations of parame-0), such as the extreme value distribution, permit us to ters via computer simulation and applied the estimation estimate the branch lengths separately using Equations procedure to the artificial data. More precisely, we used 1-3:
the following parameter settings (see Figure 3 ): t 1 ϭ t 2 ϭ 1 (cases a, b, and c) and t 1 ϭ 1.5, t 2 ϭ 0.5 (cases t 1/2 ϭ 1 2
d, e, and f); 2 (X) ϭ 0.25 (cases a and d), 2 (X) ϭ (4) 0.33 (cases b and e), 2 (X) ϭ 0.5 (cases c and f); t 0 ϭ 1.0, t 3 ϭ 2.0 (all cases); and data generated for N ϭ Now assume that additionally to the two samples we 2000, 5000, and 10,000 genes (indexed by 2, 5, and 10, have a third sample that serves as an outgroup (see respectively). The results of this analysis are summarized Figure 2 ). Let 2 (Z i,j ) denote the variance of the differin Figure 3 , where we assumed an extreme value distrience Z i,j between samples i and j. We can use the outbution for the mutational effect. Indicated are mean group data to construct estimators for branch lengths and 95% probability intervals for the estimates. We obfor the normal and the extreme value distribution case. serve a bias in the parameter estimates that decreases Since 2 (Z j,3 ) ϭ 2 (X)(t j ϩ t 0 ϩ t 3 ) for j ϭ 1, 2 (see with the number of genes. The estimate of 2 (X) has Figure 2 ), it is easy to verify that a small relative bias of 1% (N ϭ 2000), 0.5% (N ϭ 5000), and 0.3% (N ϭ 10,000). The estimates of the times
, and t 2 are biased upward (relative bias of 6, 3, 1.5%, respectively). As expected, we find the range of esti-
mates to decrease substantially with the number of genes analyzed. The results of the very same analysis under a normally distributed mutation effect are completely Note that for t 1 ϩ t 2 large all the above estimators do not behave well, since the coefficient of skewness ␥ 1 (Z 1,2 ) comparable (data not shown). Discriminating between symmetric and asymmetric and the kurtosis excess ␥ 2 (Z 1,2 ) Ϫ 3 both converge to zero. In this situation one is left with 2 (Z 1,2 ) as a meaeffect models: Given that the lengths of the evolutionary branches leading to the two samples are different (t 1 ϶ sure of evolutionary distance, which is scaled by the (unknown) variance of the mutational effect 2 (X).
t 2 ), the skewness ␥ 1 (Z 1,2 ) can be used to discriminate between symmetric and asymmetric effect models for the Another quantity of interest is the relative difference in branch lengths, 1,2 (as defined below), which promutational effect X, since this quantity is expected to differ from zero only if an asymmetric mutational model vides information about the clock-likeness of evolutionary trees built from expression differences. This meaapplies (see Equation 2 ). In contrast, if we know that branch lengths are the same (t 1 ϭ t 2 ), the coefficient sure is independent of any choice of the mutational Data were generated under the proposed model with an extreme value mutation effect distribution along a three-species tree (see Figure 2 ), using six parameter sets (cases a-e). The number of genes (in thousands) simulated per data set is given by the index of the cases. Dashed horizontal lines correspond to parameters used for simulation. Means (circles) and 95% probability intervals (solid vertical lines) generated for the estimators from 10,000 simulated data sets per case are shown. of skewness will be zero [␥ 1 (Z 1,2 ) ϭ 0] independently values of the two other samples. We study the distribution of the difference between expression values of samof the model for X. ples 1 and 2 for sample j-intermediate genes Z 1,2 (j ) , assumWe construct quantities that discriminate between the ing t 1 ϭ t 2 . Unfortunately, we are not aware of analytical two effect models independently from assumptions about results for these distributions. Therefore, simulations in evolutionary branch lengths and especially for the case an even wider parameter range than described in the t 1 ϭ t 2 . If we know the ancestral state of a gene's expresprevious section were invoked to verify the following charsion, this will be straightforward since we can observe acteristics of the distributions. Given a symmetric districhanges in expression and their direction more directly. bution for X, the symmetry of the involved Poisson proAn indirect way to incorporate information about the cesses carries over to all three distributions, Z 1,2 (j ) . However, direction of the expression changes is the use of data this picture changes if the mutational effect distribution from an additional sample, sample 3 say, that is known X is asymmetric. Given t 1 ϭ t 2 , the distribution of "outto be an outgroup to samples 1 and 2 (see Figure 2) . The group-intermediate" genes Z 1,2 (3) is still symmetric, while outgroup is used to classify genes into three categories the distribution of sample 1-intermediate genes has a defined by the order of expression values. We call a negative coefficient of skewness and that of the sample gene "sample j-intermediate" (j ϭ 1, 2, 3) if its expres-2-intermediate genes follows a positively skewed distrision value in sample j lies in between the expression bution. Thus, we can use measures of skewness for distrilevels of the remaining two samples. Of specific interest butions of expression differences for classified genes to to the problem of discrimination among effect models discriminate between models. Figure 1 shows qualitaare the sample 1-and sample 2-intermediate gene classes.
tively expected distributions of expression differences The class of sample 1-intermediate genes is enriched for all genes (Z 1,2 ) as well as for sample 1-and sample with genes where changes on the evolutionary lineage 2-intermediate genes [Z 1,2 (1) and Z 1,2 (2) , respectively] for leading to sample 2 predominantly caused the differboth effect models for X. ence in expression between samples 1 and 2, while, for sample 2-intermediate genes, this difference is mainly generated by changes in sample 1. This is the case, be-
ANALYSIS OF PRIMATE EXPRESSION PROFILES
cause the intermediate expression value of a sample is more likely to be close to the ancestral expression state Preprocessing of the microarray data: We analyzed four gene expression data sets from several primate of samples 1 and 2 as it is bounded by the expression species using the proposed model of neutral evolution probe sets (brain133). Figure 4 illustrates the data in terms of their human-chimpanzee difference distribuon the transcriptome level. The first two data sets consist of liver and brain data, correspondingly collected using tions computed over all individual pairs and probe sets on log scale. Affymetrix HG U95Av2 arrays. The liver data set was collected from three humans, three chimpanzees, and Squared expression differences accumulate approximately linearly with time: If the majority of genes evolves one orangutan with two measurements for each individual (Enard et al. 2002) . The brain data set consists of neutrally with respect to their expression (Khaitovich et al. 2004) , our model predicts a linear relationship expression profiles from six humans, three chimpanzees, and one orangutan (Khaitovich et al. 2004) . We between time since divergence of the species and the variance of expression differences. To estimate transcriprefer to these data sets as liver95 and brain95, respectively. The third and fourth data sets comprise exprestome divergence between two species, we computed the variance of expression differences for each sample pair sion profiles from six human and five chimpanzee samples in brain and liver, respectively, and one orangutan from the two species and averaged over pairs. Confidence regions were constructed by bootstrapping over indibrain sample, but five orangutan liver samples (Khaitovich et al. 2005) . These data were collected with viduals and genes 10,000 times, taking 2.5 and 97.5% quantiles of the bootstrap distribution as limits. Within Affymetrix U133plus2 arrays and are denoted by liver133 and brain133. To minimize artifacts that result from species, transcriptome diversity was estimated by the averaged variance for within-species comparisons of huhybridizing chimpanzee samples to human arrays, we masked all oligonucleotide probes where DNA sequence mans or chimpanzees. Bootstrapping 10,000 times over genes assessed uncertainty in these estimates (Table 1) . did not match perfectly between the chimpanzee and the human genome as described elsewhere (KhaitoAverages of pairwise gene expression variances with corresponding confidence intervals plotted against estivich et al. 2004) . Each data set was normalized and gene expression intensity values were calculated using the Biomates of divergence times based on DNA sequence data (Glazko and Nei 2003) are shown in Figure 5 . An apconductor rma function (Ihaka and Gentleman 1996; Bolstad et al. 2003) . Note that we consider log-transproximately linear relationship holds for all four data sets even though the variation of the estimates is conformed intensities as our data. Finally, within each data set, we restricted our analysis to probe sets expressed siderable. All data sets have nonzero intercepts of the regression lines with the y-axis. The apparent excess of significantly above background in all samples as gauged by default detection P-value (Affymetrix Microarray gene expression variance over that expected from DNA sequence data may be due to expression differences Suite v5.0). In total, the analyzed data consist of measurements from 1971 probe sets (liver95), 1998 probe caused by nongenetic factors such as experimental variation and environmental effects. This effect is of similar sets (brain95), 8005 probe sets (liver133), and 10,414 magnitude in all data sets with the exception of liver133, lower limit of the 95% confidence interval is well above zero. According to our model, these observations can where it is larger. The overall divergence on the transcriptome level appears larger in liver than in brain.
be translated into length (and rate) differences of the human and the chimpanzee evolutionary branches from The slopes of the regressions are very similar, only the regression slope of brain95 is about one-third smaller.
the most recent common ancestor (see Equation 2 ). Additionally, it excludes a symmetric distribution for the Estimating model parameters: The separate estimation of the length of evolutionary branches (mutation mutational effects in our model. We translate empirical moments of the human-chimpanzee comparison in parate times real time) and of the variance of the mutational effect distribution depends on estimation of morameter estimates for both mutational effect distributions. Table 3 shows these estimates together with their ment ratios with third and fourth power terms. The coefficients of skewness and kurtosis were estimated as 95% confidence intervals based on 10,000 bootstraps. The estimates of branch lengths and mutational effect averages over the corresponding estimates from appropriate pairwise comparisons ( Table 2 ). The uncertainty variances derived from different data sets are in good agreement, but also reflect the different amounts of attached to these estimates was judged by bootstrapping 10,000 times over individuals and genes. The distribuwithin-species variation. The relatively larger estimates for liver133 are the result of its unusual large withintion of differences between humans and chimpanzees has a positive skew in all four data sets. For the two liver species variation (and regression intercept, Figure 5 ). Under our model, assuming that the extreme value disdata sets and brain95 the 95% confidence intervals include zero. This is not the case for brain133, where the tribution applies for the mutational effect, the positive 10 (7.20; 9.06) skew of the distributions of Z for all data transforms in the brain133 data set both using the orangutan as an outgroup and using the skewness of the distribution of into longer evolutionary branches to the human than to the chimpanzee. While the ratio is ‫8.1ف‬ (and not human-chimpanzee expression differences. Therefore, clock-like evolutionary trees are applicable to describe significantly different from 1) for liver95, brain95, and liver133 data sets, the human branch is significantly human-chimpanzee expression differences in both liver data sets and to a lesser extent in the brain95 data set, longer than the chimpanzee branch for the brain133 data set [ratio 3.32, bootstrap interval (1.88; 6.64)].
but not in the brain133 data set.
Effects of mutations are not symmetric:
The obser-A test for differences in evolutionary branch lengths: The relative difference of evolutionary branch lengths vation that the distribution of human-chimpanzee differences is significantly skewed in the brain133 data 1,2 carries information about the clock-likeness of evolutionary trees. A neutral model of expression evolution set rules out any symmetric mutational effect distribution like, for instance, a normal distribution. It also calls would predict trees that are approximately clock-like. By scaling the difference of branch lengths by their sum, into question the appropriateness of Brownian motion models for description of transcriptome evolution. In the statistic gets independent of the specific choice of mutational effect distribution X. We estimate the relacontrast, our model using the extreme value distribution of the mutational effect describes the skewed distive length differences of the human branch to the chimpanzee branch using orangutan as an outgroup. To this tribution of human-chimpanzee expression differences observed in the brain133 data set well. In addition, the end, within each data set, we computed H,C for all possible trios of a human, a chimpanzee, and an orangutan extreme value distribution effect model predicts that distribution of human-chimpanzee expression differences is with variances as appropriate distance measures between taxa (see Equation 5 ). As estimates we report the skewed with a negative skew for the human-intermediate genes and positively skewed for the chimpanzee-intermeaverages over these values within each data set. Uncertainty in the estimates is reported as 95% confidence diate genes (Figure 1 ). To test this prediction, we investigated the shape of the difference distributions after intervals based on 10,000 bootstraps. The estimated relative length differences of human branch to chimpanzee genes are grouped into the human-intermediate and chimp-intermediate class. Again the orangutan serves branch are very close to zero in the two liver data, but substantially positive in the two brain data sets. The as the outgroup used for classification. We computed skewness for both gene classes using all possible pairs 95% bootstrap interval of H,C for brain133 marginally excludes zero (Table 4) . Thus, we find evidence that of a human and a chimpanzee sample within each data set and report the average of these estimates (Table 5) . the length of the human branch from the most recent common ancestor is longer than the chimpanzee branch We used Pearson's coefficient of skewness (a robust   TABLE 3 Estimates of model parameters with corresponding 95% bootstrap intervals (numbers in parentheses) from human-chimpanzee expression differences for four data sets
Normal distribution 2 (X ) ϭ measure based on the scaled difference between mean fected in the same way by one and the same gene will our parameter estimates be biased. However, recent and median) because the numbers of genes in both classes are in the range of a few hundred for the liver95 studies in flies (Wittkopp et al. 2004 ) and humans (Morley et al. 2004) indicate that evolution of cis-and and brain95 data sets and differ substantially between sample pairs. All four data sets yield human-intermedisingle-gene trans-effects are predominant. In future work we hope to include all kinds of trans-effects. ate distributions with negative skew and chimp-intermediate distributions skewed in the opposite direction.
Despite the simplicity of the proposed model, it appears useful in several respects. For example, the second This result is not expected if a symmetric distribution of the mutational effect applies, i.e., if up-and downmoment (variance) can be used as an additive distance measure for evolutionary branches to construct phyloregulations of genes are equally frequent and of equal average magnitude. However, if the distribution of the genetic trees from expression data, and the relative difference of branch lengths ( 1,2 ) measures evolutionary mutational effect follows a positively skewed distribution like the extreme value distribution, the observed pattern acceleration on a specific lineage. The advantage of 1,2 is that it is independent of the choice of mutational of the human-and chimpanzee-intermediate distributions matches the expectation. Three out of eight 95% effect distribution. The disadvantage is that it relies on the analysis of an outgroup species. This might be probconfidence intervals constructed around the estimates do not include zero. Thus, we conclude that an evolulematic since suitable outgroup species may not exist or be unobtainable, or their genome sequences may not tionary model with a positively skewed mutational effect distribution X is superior to the models based on symbe determined so that hybridization artifacts cannot be fully controlled for (see Preprocessing of the microarray data). metric effect distributions in explaining the data.
Potentially, the usage of cDNA arrays or the like (Rise et al. 2004 ) and the availability of customized oligonucle-DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION otide arrays will widen the applicability of our approach. The use of the third moment (skewness) of expression We introduce a stochastic model that describes gene expression evolution where the observable difference differences provides a way to directly detect evolutionary accelerations without the recourse to an outgroup since in expression of a gene between two samples is generated by the difference of two independent compound the skewness of the expression difference distribution quantifies branch length differences (see Equation 3 ). Poisson processes. A method of moments approach yields simple estimators for the model parameters inThis is possible when the distributions of mutational effects are themselves skewed such that they contain volving second, third, and fourth moments of the distribution. We assume that genes evolve independently of more downregulations than upregulations, where the former are of smaller average amplitude than the latter. each other. While this is reasonable when only cis-effects are considered, this assumption gets more problematic Previously, a brain-specific acceleration on the human lineage (Enard et al. 2002; Caceres et al. 2003 ; Gu and when we consider the whole transcriptome where gene products may affect target genes via trans-effects. As Gu 2003) was reported using the orangutan as an outgroup. When we apply the model to four sets of expreslong as trans-effects are restricted to single genes our approach will be valid. Only when many genes are afsion data from brains and livers of humans and apes, both the relative differences of branches H,C and the no fundamental opposition between these observations if a small fraction of genes could account for the accelerskewness ␥ 1 (Z H,C ) of the human-chimpanzee expression differences tend to confirm this result. Thus, while neiation seen in brain. We addressed this question by estimating the fraction of human-specific gene expression ther the liver95 nor the liver133 data set shows a significant relative difference of branch length or a skewness changes required to yield the observed data. To do this, we restrict our attention to a simple mixture of two that is significantly different from zero, the brain133 data set shows clear evidence for an excess of gene models: A fraction 1 Ϫ q of genes evolves along a tree with equal branch lengths (clock-like model) given by expression changes on the human branch with both measures, and the brain95 data set, where the number the estimate of the chimpanzee branch in brain133 (t H ϭ t C ϭ 0.28, see Table 3 ); a fraction q of genes of genes limits the strength of conclusion, shows a tendency toward a longer evolutionary branch leading to evolves along a tree with the same length of the chimpanzee branch as that in the clock-like model (t C ϭ humans. Note, as an aside, that the observation of a significant nonzero skewness of the gene expression 0.28), while the length of the human branch t Human Ͼ t C is a free parameter (human-specific model). A justifidifference distribution in the brain133 data set raises questions about the appropriateness of Brownian mocation of this choice for t C is given in the appendix. We then fit the brain133 data in terms of its variance and tion models for the evolution of the transcriptome (Rifkin et al. 2003; Gu 2004) since it can not explain the skewness to this mixture of two models. A general solution to this fitting problem is given by the simple formula finding of a skewed expression difference distribution.
The suggestion that the distribution of expression q · (t Human Ϫ t C ) ϭ constant (see appendix). Figure 6A shows the relation of the fraction q of genes evolving difference is significantly skewed toward more downregulations than upregulations contradicts a report by according to the human-specific model and the length of the human branch t Human . The smaller this fraction q Caceres et al. (2003) that found an apparent excess of gene-expression upregulations in the human brain.
is, the longer the human branch of the human-specific evolution tree becomes. With q ϭ 100% the mixture However, since our findings indicate that downregulations are smaller in amplitude than upregulations, the model is reduced to the single model we estimated in Table 3 (t Human ϭ 0.82). Figure 6B shows, for the case cutoff criteria used by these authors are likely to restrict their analysis to the upper and lower tails of the expresq ϭ 10%, the contribution of 90% of clock-like genes (dashed line) and 10% of genes evolving according sion difference distributions. Therefore, it is possible that the more frequent (but small) downregulations were to a human-specific model (solid line) to the humanchimpanzee difference distribution. Figure 6C shows not scored and that this caused the acceleration on the human lineage to appear to be confined to upregulations. how a mixture of the two distributions in Figure 6B can yield a distribution that is indistinguishable from the However, further studies are needed to shed light on the molecular mechanisms underlying the observed accelerobserved brain133 data. Thus, it is possible that a relatively small number of genes have changed their mode ation of gene expression evolution in the human brain.
At first glance, the observation of a significant nonof evolution in the human brain. Unfortunately, from these data it is not possible to zero skewness in brain is also in conflict with the hypothesis postulating that the majority of evolutionary changes determine the precise number of human-specific gene expression changes or to identify the corresponding in gene expression are selectively neutral or nearly neutral (Khaitovich et al. 2004) . It is also in apparent genes. Obviously, it is also not clear whether the excess of gene expression changes in the human lineage is due contradiction to the overall pattern of divergence in liver and brain data that suggest clock-like behavior consisto positive selection or a relaxation of selective constraints. In fact, the determination of the evolutionary tent with neutrality ( Figure 5 ). However, there may be Since the skewness of Z |B is equal to zero, the coefficient It also coincides with the smaller solution t 2 in Equation 4, if 2 (X) is expressed in terms of fourth moments. of skewness of Z |M has the following form: Thus, our estimate for t C is the same for all mixtures of this kind and equals the estimate under the simple ␥ 1 (Z |M) ϭ q · E(Z 3 |A) 2 (Z |M) 3/2 ϭ q · ␥ 1 (X) · (t Human Ϫ t C ) (q · (t Human Ϫ t C ) ϩ 2t C ) 
